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EXECUTIVE SUMIMARY

This paper reports the modeling of the Air Deliverablp Anti-Pollution

Transfer System (ADAPTS) to determine the optimal mix of resources needed

for the use of ADAPTS and to measure the capability of ADAPTS. liodeling

was accomplished using at first PERT/CPMI diagram methcds and later using a

simulation model. The results of the first method were used to validate

* the simulation. Then a mathematical model was developed for use on tile .

Coast Guard computer. While the mathematical model is limited in the

number of situations it can investigate, it is accurate and more rapid.

When sufficient modeling results were obtained, they were evaluated -with

the budgetary and aircraft limitations on the system and recommendations

for alternate equipment and procurement of ADAPTS were developed. The

general result of the study is that the turn around time of the C-130 air-

craft must be minimized and that there must be sufficient ADAPTS pumps

on scene early in the deployment of the system.

Improvement in the turn around time of the C-130's is costly but the

benefits are necessary. The cost increase does not detract from the value

of ADAPTS since the clean-up cost of an average incident is higher than the

initial cost of ADAPTS. The procurement of cargo rails which call be

installed rapidly on the C-130's is necessary and compatible airplane loaders

are needed.

Early deployment of ADAPTS purips can be accomplished by use of pre-

positioned purip and prime mover packages that are scaled for helicopter

delivery from advance bases such as the network of Coast Guard air stations.
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Better utilization of pumps at the scene of the incident can be had by

furnishing Y-gates or manifolds so that switrhing from a filled bag to an

enpty one can be accoimplished without delay. This would increase the

maximum possible utilization of pumps on scene from 0.8 to 1.0.

A specific requirement for eight complete air crewis to fly C-130's out

of Elizabetii City exists for ADAPTS. The system can be effective with five

C-130's and eight crews; with less, it will only ameliorate the size of the

resulting spill.
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INTRODUCTION

In March of 1967, the supertanker TORREY CANYON went aground while

approaching the British Isles. A small ship could have navigated the

passage but the immense tanker was unable to pass through it. The ship waý

stranded; efforts to free it failed and efforts to lighten it were unsuccessful

since there was no way of pumping large quantities of crude oil from the

tanker and .there was no way to bring other tanKers close to the TORREY CANYON

without the risk they would go aground as they were filled.

The TORREY CANYON remained aground for a week before a storm destroyed

it. It los: its cargo of oil during that week; slowly at first from bottom

damage, then faster during the salvage attempts after an explosion occured.

When the impossibility of saving the tanker and oil was painfully clear, the

Royal Air Force was ordered to destroy the stranded tanker with incendiary

bombs. The fires that resulted fizzled and the crude oil, instead of burning

as desired, poured into the sea through the bomb damage. At the end of that

week an Atlantic storm broke up the hull of the TORREY CANYONI and the rest of

the cargo was released. Approximately 120.000 tons of oil (30 million U. S.

gallons) were lost.

The world took notice of the grounding. It was called catastrophic. It
• 1

was unique. Many governments felt that it should never occur again ; others,

feeling that it will happen again, studied the British reports and began

preparing.
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of etf,6ctivenesslfor the system as modeled is the amount of oil that can

be removed frot tile tanker in 24 hours.

A brief sun•nary is in order. To prevent oil from being spilled from

a stranded (or othenvise distrcssed) tanker during the short tir'e available

between the beginning of the distress and the release of the oil cargo into

the sea, a system of aircraft deliverable equipment and people is being

developed by the U. S. Coast Guard. The system is naried the Air Deliverable

Anti-Pollution Transfer System ard the acronym used is ADAPTS. The

effectiveness of the system is measured by the amount of oil it car, trans-

fer from the tanker in 24 hours. f
i,

Ucst ,ii 11 not be use.l as a i ,s r . lr VN:I SS I iii itte i-.o,;eIs sir, c,

thcse rodtilr, a!: for opertii;:t1l v , jLCý to a 'iVtrn 3 t of r•S;c.u)-,r.
the equipr'ent and ren of Lie sysce,. -u i Ife2Ctiv)ILss co1siderationsr
used in evaluating the results obtained frow, the models to develop the
recoijendations in the fol 1owinc3 chapters.
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CHAPTER 1

DESCRIPTIOII OF THE SYSTEMl

The Coast Guard, as part of a continuing program for prevention and

control of oil polluting the sea, has contracted for development of a

protutype system for the emergency unloading of oil cargoes from stricken

tankers (dubbed ADAPTS: for Air Deliverable Anti-Pollution Transfer SYstem).

ADAPTS is a parachute-dropped system utilizing diesel-hydraulic submersible

pumps to transfer oil to large, seaworthy rubberized nylon containers (often

called tanks or bags, these will be called bags hereafter).

The prototype ADAPTS was developed by Ocean Science and Engineering,

Inc. under Coast Guard Contract DOT-CG-92,087-A. Further development and

testing of the pumping equipment is presently in progress at Coast Guard and

other governnent testing facilities. Similarly, additional development and

testing of the bags are being accomplished under parallel contracts with

UniRoya,, Inc. (DOT-CG-ll,299-A) and Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company

(DOT-CG-03,083-A).

The system design and performance data resulting from these development

and testing projects was used for the study reported herein. Slight design

rnodificL.ions or improvements ray be needed for the syster, based on the

results of final prototype tests. For this reason the results of this

study may apply only in general Lo the final system although they apply fully

to the current design of the system.
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ADAPTS is designed for air delivery using Coast Guard [lC-130b Aircraft

and for on-scene deployment at any location within about 100 miles of the

coast by Coast Guard HH-3F or IIrl-52A helicopters. Initially, support from

surface craft is unnecessary. A specially-trained Coast Guard crew is

delivered to the scene by helicopter to operate the equipi-;ent. /'VAPTS is

designed for delivery and operation in winds up to 46 mph with 8-12 foot

seas.

Although the system is designed for helicopter deployment r high-seas

applications, it can be deployed just as effectively although far slower

by vessels. This method is particularly applicable to in-port and near-

shore utilization.

For the purposes of this description, ADAPTS can be divided into four

parts:

a. the C-130 equipment air station for heavy lift and long-range
delivery.

b. the helicopter's (and their support) for personnel and equipment
delivery and early work at the scene.

c. the ADAPTS equipment and bags used at the scene, and

d. the salige teams and their life support equipment.

5
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Each C-130 has four pilots and twenty one crewr:ien allotted to rake up

an aircrew of three pilots plus six crewmen. The scheduling standard

for an aircrew is 8 hours flight time a total mission tine of 12 hours. 1

Annual and initial costs 2 are:

Item Annual Cost Initial Cost

C-130 $424,300 $3,550,000

pilot 19,975 21,200

crewman 8,495 330

Two factors which seriously affect the ability to deliver the ADAPTS

equipment in a timely fashion by C-130 are the number of C-130's available

and the r.mans of loading them.

Due to scheduled maintenance and other factors, the C-130's operated

by the Coast Guard are not available for work 125% of the tim.3 Since

the non-availability generally is planned, the periods of non-availability

are staggered to enhance the number of aircraft available at any tine.

We will assume.that such staggering is not done; hence, the non-availability

for work of each C-130 is independent of the other aircraft. This

assumption will result in a lower availability (in this sense it is con-

servative) than actual practice allows but it will allow the use of a

binomial probability distribution to described the number of C-130's avail-

able.

For Elizabeth City Air Station (5 C-130's) we have:

IParagraph 202.2.1 of the Air Operations !,ianual, CG-333.
2 CO'*DT'.OTE 7100 dtd 25 rcm 71 t.n'A . . "u•:t sti,'ssions.

3Planning factor used by CO::•T (22. - ; )'d ulp experience vith all typ( s

of CG Aircraft.
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Number Available Percent Time

5 24
4 40
3 26
2 91 1
0 0.1

This means three or more C-130's can be expected 90,' of the time.

The average is 3.75 which we truncate to 3.

Similarily, the air stations equipped with three C-130's have:
Number Available Percent Time

3 42
2 42
1 14
0 2

This means three C-130's can be expected only 42% of the time.

Lastly, there is San Francisco Air Station with two C-130's. There we

have:

Number Available Percent Time

2 56
1 38
0 6

At this air station, the number of C-130's is critically low for the

delivery of ADAPTS. This will be shown in the following chapters.

The other factor which seriously affects the ability to deliver the

ADAPTS equipiuent in a timely fashion by C-130 is the method of loading

the C-130. The ADAPTS equipment which is described in the following sections

of this chapter is large and heavy. With proper ground handling equipment

and rail systems in the C-130, it can be loaded in ninety minutes (estimated),

otherviise, the loading process may take over 120 minutes. Of crucial

ili or '[Ace is tVc: ti,,c ri iyrec , .v ,r.,are ti,e C-13, for loadic-.
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The sixth C-130 stationed at Elizabeth City, N. C., is equipped with an

electronics pod which takes over eight hours to remove; for this reason

is not available for the delivery of the ADAPTS equipment. The remaining

five C-130's must be modified for use by installing rails that allow the

loading and air dropping of the ADAPTS equipment. Depending upon the type

of rails and the modifications initially made to the C-130, the rail

installation process requires 15 minutes to four hours before the C-130 is

ready for loading.

9



The Helicopters

The Coast Guard fleet of helicopters includes "-Iwo types useable for

ADAPTS. They are located in the East as follows:

Air Station Type Number

Cape Cod, Mass HH-3F 3
HH-52A 3

Elizabeth City, N.C. HH-;2A 3

Brooklyn, N. Y. HH-3F 3
HH-52A 4

Cape I-lay, 1. J. IIH-52A 2

Savannah, Ga. HH-52A 2

St. Petersburg, Fla. HH-3F 4

Mi ami HH-52A 4

They are located in the West as follows:

Air Station Type Number

Annette, Alaska HH-52A 3

Astoria, Oregon IIH-52A 2

Barbers Point, Hawaii HH-52A 2

Kodiak, Alaska HII-52A 2

Los Angeles, Calif., IlH-52A

Port Angeles, Wash HH-52A 3

San Diego, Calif. HH-3F 4

San Francisco, Calif. IIH-52A 4

10
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helicopter can carry a whole equiprment package while the HH-52A can lift one

only if it is nearly er,:pty of fuel. Hence the concept of a third of an

equiprment package was evolved for evaluation of tile capability of the HH-52A;

it must be realized that the equiprment package would require redesigning to be

packaged into thirds. Whether this is necessary depends upon the planned

service life of the IMI-52A and the planned deployrment of the HH-3F to CG Air

Stations. At present, such d package appears necessary.

The helicopter aircrews are limited to 6 hours flight time by the

Air Operations IManual, CG-333, but unlike the C-130, the helicopter is

necessary only during the initial four to six hours of the deployment;

thereafter, boats can be used in lieu of helicopters provided, a large

oil slick has not fonrmed (potential fouling of the boat engines). This

air crew restriction is not as limiting as the range of the helicopters.

12
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The bag consists of a thin-walled discharge hose connected to a

seaworthy rubberized nylon container. The flexible oil storage container

has a capacity of 140,000 gallons or approximately 500 tons of crude oil

It is made of 13 ounce/square ye I nylon fabric coated inside and out with

nitrile compounds. The container is filled through a six inch flexible

hose 300 feet long which is delivered with the container. Butterfly valves

are fitted at both ends of the hose. The container is provided with enough

closed cell foam to keep it afloat before it is filled with oil. Vents are

fitted to prevent the accumulation of explosive vapors. Once filled, the

bag is towea to sheltered waters using a towline which is air-dropped with

the container. 1 In addition to beinj configured for towing from one end,

the bag is fitted with several attachment points fot mooring lines, etc.

The basic equipment package consists of a diesel engine clcse-coupled

to a hydraulic power supply, a hydraulically driven cargo transfer pump,

a fuel supply, a flow meter, and ancillary equipment for handling the

machinery over the side of the ship and on deck. To this is added the

packaging necessary for helicopter or C-130 delivery.

The cargo transfer pump is a two stage mixed flow submerged turbine type

capable of delivering 1000 gallons per minute of a medium weight crude oil

against a head of 60 feet. The prime mover is a 44 horsepow.er four cylinder,

air cooled Diesel engine driving a 30 gallon per minute hydraulic pump. The

cargo transfer pump may be operated at a distance from the prime mover since

it is connected by 80 foot long, flexible high pressure hydraulic hoses equipped

with quick disconnect fittings.

This study was limited to opzraticnl dF1o•:,nt to the ýc n . T`. rccovery

of thie equip,:;ert includir;i'! the filled Lor'; .,as not studici.
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the use on the C-130 aircraft rail systcns. A lighter packaging is

being considered for delivery of the pulp and other equipment modules

(except the bag) by helicopter. For C-130 aircraft delivery a tank

package requires:

ITEiM AMOUINT

bag and hose I

pallet 1

G 11A parachutes 2

extraction parachute 1

anchor 1

boxing 4 sides and a top

straps, rigging, and pyrotechnic releases.

The equipmetit package requires the same materials except that it needs

only one G lA parachute. A complete equipment package (based upon the

prototype) will cost around $11,200 when configured for delivery by a C-130

aircraft and around $8300 when configured for delivery by helicopter. The

bag package will cost around $46,200. It is hoped that the unit price will

drop when large scale purchasing is done.

17
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The support equipment will include:

I TEMI UNIIT

wet suit one per man

life jacket one per man

foul weather gear one per man

sleeping bag one per man

rations and water about 3 days per man

lighting plant 1 or more

radio, portable 1 or more

The packaging, stock piling, and delivery of this equiprent is not

considered in this study.
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CHAPTER 2

MIETHOD OF STUDY

The study was conducted in several well defined stages. The first stage

was the definition of the problem and the definition of the study parameters

and assumptions; this included data collection. The second stage was tile

building of models that accurately describe the deployment of ADAPTS.

This stage included acquiring newa data and verification of the models. Tile

third stage was the operation of the models and the use of the data thereby

generated along with the earlier data:

a. to list the most likely results of deploying ADAPTS (assuming
favorable weather, etc).

b. to determine the equipc-;ent requirecients,

c. to determine the best wix of equipment, to be purchased on first
year funds, and

d. to determine the increi:iental benefits of adding a unit of equipmient

A final stage i.as the reporting of the progress of the study including this

report.

The objectives of the study includcd defining tile operating parameters

of ADAPTS and deten:dining the increizcntal benefits of Coast Guard resources.

This was specifically for the first year procureri*ent of ADAPTS for East

Coast Coverage; the study was later expandeC to the West Coast between

Iexico and Canada. The operating parameter and increr~ental benefits that

were defined apply, ho,,wever, to any area, provided there is no change in

the equipiienL used.

20



Definitijn of the Problem

An examination of the large spills that occured in the 1960's indicates

that an average spill of 15,000 tons of oil can be expected to occur on the

East Coast of the United States roughly twice a year if the current rate

of spill continues. Table 2.1 lists where and how often these spills have

occured; it is derived from Coast Guard records; testinoh~y given before the

Committee .n Public Works, U. S..Senate, February through June 1969 and;

a paper given by D. D. Smith et al. (Dillingham Corporation) at the

Industry Government Seminar on Oil Spill Treating Agents in April 1970.

A comparison of the observed frequency of spills with the frequency of oil

cargo traffic on the East Coast shows the hypothesis that the percent of the

oil traffic (given location on the East Coast compared to the East Coast as

a whole) is a good indication of the probability of an oil spill at a

given location is false. 1 Because a good fit can not be established

between the two distributions, there is no nethod other than by use of

historical files and projections by which a spill probability in a given

location can be derived. This method failed due to the incomplete reporting

of spills during the past decade. In a significant number of reports, the

report indicated a spill of unknown size and cause. Because of these

deficiencies in the ability to predict the need for ADAPTS (we can state

only roughly 15,000 tons once or twice a year on the East Coast), the

problem is defined in terms of what can be done, not in terns of what must

be done.

I Tli Chi-Squz rc test cavu a vol, 1. ccn it s lo:!I iiivt: :( ý l ss
thian .C tO.
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TABLE 2.1

COMPARISON OF LARGE SPILLS TO OIL TRAFFIC

Number of Spills Observed %Oil Cargo

Location in 10 Years Frequency Traffic

Portland, Me. 0 0 .06

New York, N.Y. 3 .176 .32

Delaware Bay 3 .176 .19

Florida Straits 1 .059 .20

Boston, Mass. 0 0 .05

Chesapeake Bay 1 .059 .05

Narragansett Bay 3 .176 .02

New London, Conn. 2 .117 .02

Savannah, Ga. 0 0 .02

Jacksonville, Fla. 1 .059 .02

Miami, Fla. 0 0 .20

Tampa, Fla. 1 .059 .20

Elsewhere on East Coast 2 .117 .01
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The Building of the ,.odels

Volumes 2 and 3 of this report describe how the model building pro-

gressed froii data collecting to the process of using PERT/CP" networks to

describe the ADAPTS deployrment. From the results of that step, a

simulation model was built to investigate the siting of the salvage teams,

the use of the different types of rails, loaders, etc. A simpler, mathe-

roatical model was built near the end of the study; it allows the deployment

of ADAPTS to be run on the Coast Guard Coiaputer.
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Costs

The cos;ts in Tabl*,. 3.1 are com~inied from budgeaydcmnscucae

of prototy>2;- equipip-rit, atid inforital estimptcs from Ocean Engineering

Division andi A3pplied Technologjy Division. They are sufficiently accurate for

the purposes of this study but cost estimates should "e obtained from the

Off Ficc of Evigiineering for budget preparation.

in derivitng the cost of the system, the costs of personnel and facilities,

that alrevedy exist for other purposes,are treated as suink costs; that is,

the dc .Isiorrs to buy and to use ADAPTS do not. affect paying for them;

hcEn(e, the .c;unk costs are ignorcd.

The costs of an oil spill are hard to estimate since they waryi

~t o!2yirtlILh scFIc of thle sptil but al!-o o'ith the location anrd -with the

offort omoSE% to control and clearn up the spul id oil. For tI~w average large

spill the co,;t is nc",r S300 par- ton of nil ;.-tu:alIy s-o~llnd. Thirs can vary

froGilu 7ero to several thutusa~nd etollars but the $300 figu're is thf: curre!ntly

obtained avi.-aie. The aver-ar East Coast spill (in the catagory oi- !:pill, whlich

N)PJ'PTS is- &esig to-prevent) is 15,000 tons of oil at an averdgo distance

Of 3,60 -milP-; fr Eibeh ity Air Staticii (derived froni Table 2.1).

C-13-C AircrdtJI

Tho i Ic.,-. qn figzre- reprcesmid the best possible, results obtainable

f on m 'it- v,: i-u.x!e-r of- C-120'^- uI th the ~cn~varying. M!ote that these
r e z r ~ s a h, 0tfl C! y 1 - it, .

resi(V'ts~ ;tr, obtaine I ?-I tg: k~tt~~soe~sn~vrdlcy

no: o.,r ~ (:.: .r 20 t ': i'.g I n

~~~ ti I-, zivi J. s c v -1.' R ~i C.1 s r. c e r~ d c~ tu IIi d
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TABLE 3.1

Costs of ADAPTS in Dollars

Item Unit Furchase Annual
Cost Cost

Communication 
and

Lighting subsystem Package 53,000

Equipment Package
helicopter delivery ea. 12,600 ?
C-130 delivery ea. 18,600 ?

Bag Package ea. 46,000

Aircraft
C-130 ea. 3,550,000 424,300
HH-3F ea. 2,330,000 285,500
HH-52A ea. 500,000 161,000

C-130 Loader
25,000 pound type ea. 37,500 ?
1Q,000 pound type ea. surplus ?

Personnel support per man 200-300 ?

Pilots, Fix Wing ea. 22,000* 20,000
Crewmen ea. 300* 8,500

Salvage team officer ea. PI0C 16,700

Salvage team enlisted ea. 200* 7,700
HH-3F cargo slings ea. 11,000
C-130 rails
-4 set per C-130 20,000
-4A (incl plane mod.) set per C-130 67,000 (per plane for one)

52,000 (per plane for three)
40,000 per plane for five)
30,000 per plane for 15)

*Training
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C-130 Air Crews

While the average large spi ll, for which P)APTS could have been used

in the past decade, was 15,000 tons (30 ADAPTS bags) and the avcrage

distance from ECAS to the scene for th3se spills being around 300 riiles, it

is clear from table 3.2 that five C-.130's with seven air crewsI will be able

to deliver only 22 bags which can be filled within the 24 hour period. This

is seventy per cent of the number required to conpletely contain the

average spill. Using the reasoning that most of the spill can be avoided

by using ADAPTS, it is clear thtit seven air crows can be used effectively

nearly every tirnde ADAPTS is needed and that eight crews can be used

effectively at least half the tirm.e.

From Coi:,mandant's iIotice 710u dated 25 February 1971, subject Annual

Standard Personnel Costs, the initial cost of three pilots and six crevimen

for a C-130 is $65,580.00 and the annual reoccurinC cost is $110,895.00.

The time that these personnel would be assigned to flight duty involving

C-130's, during a twenty year career, would be high, certainly around

eight to ten years. If the initial cost is spread over six years, two

tours of duty to be conservative, the resulting annual cost is $121,625.00.
2

The Special Operational Requirenin. R) for AVAPTS of 31 11arch 1971

IThis assumes that ADAPTS is treated as a logistic operation and that 10 hours

flight tirne is allowed for the C-130 air crews per CG-333, The Air Operdtions
Ilanual.

2See OLE-3 merm-io to E, file 5922/4a dated 3/31/71.
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places the cost of clean up for the average large spill at $300 per ton of

oil. Table 3.2 shows that an additional C-130 air crew is worth four

additional bags delivered and filled wl.Hhin 24 hours. At 600 tons of oil

contained per bag, this is 2000 tons of oil not spilled and an avoided

clean up cost of $600,000.00. It can be seen that a full air crew pays

for itself if used only once per year' on ADAPTS.

When each C-130 was purchased, four commissioned pilots and 21 enlisted

crewmen were programmed. ECAS with five C-130's (the electronics plane is

ignored) could have up to 20 pilots and 105 crewmen. At three pilots

plus six enlisted crewmen per air crew, this comes to six air crews because

of pilots; it is assumed that from this number of enlisted crewmen, enough

have varied skills to make up at least eight air crews and have still more

available for the next day's operations. With this configuration of pilots

and crewmen each air crew has eight hours flight time. 1 Table 3.2 showts

that at least eight full flight crews are needed; this means that six more

pilots should be program.ned at an average cost of $141,050.00 per year

(initial cost spread over six years).

If four pilots are assigned to each air crew, the flight tire endurance

.2
can reach 12 hours but the ten hour figure given earlier is more realistic..

Under this configuration, tOe results are as given before and six additional

pilots are still required so that seven air crews can be formed. 'Note that

five C-130's with seven air crews enduring 10 hours each are superior in

results to five C-130's with eight air cre%,s enduring 8 hours each for most

distances.

1,92Sc CG-333.
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Based upon this analysis, six additional corriissioned pilots are

recomended for ECAS. Please note that this analysis almi:s for only two

ineffectives (leave, etc.) from the original 20 pilots allowed and that it is

dependent upon having the other resources identified in the footnote to

table 3.2.

Figures 3.7 and 3.8 are derived from Table 3.2 to show graphically

the results of deploying ADAPTS to Chesapeake Gay near rorfolk Virginia, and

to the Florida Straits near K'ey West. These figures give the results that

can be expected during good weather and during that 24% tir'. that five C-130's

are available.

C-130 L !aders

The prirnary considerations with loaders are that the loading of the

C-130 take as little time as possible commensurate with safety for the

aircraft and the loading personnel. Another consideration is that the

loader be reliable.

This study was lirited to two loaders although others exist. The

two are the converted flat bed whirli. we will call the rakeshift loaders

and tile 25K loader. The fact that the converted flat bed is not an

equipi:ent dcsicned and tested for the task is indicative that its safety

and reliability are questionable; experience shmzs that, without major

problei-s, it can load the C-130 in 120 rminutes. The 25,K loader is

specifically designed for tile task, of loaaing an aircraft such as the C-130;

however, it is not currently available for purchase. If it becoires
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available, it is estimated to use 90 minutes in loading a C-130. The

desireability of the 25K loader is illustrated by Table 3.3; note that other

resources which are not listed could be restraining the larger result of

each pair. This is true for the last pair where there were not enough

equipment pact-ages. In that instance while the nu.,,ber of waits for loaders

dropped to zero, the number of waits for equipment packa increased

from 57 to 6C and the average wait for an equipment pack ached 236

minutes, nearly four hours. A comparison of computer runs I and DBII

showed tilat three makeshift loaders produced four waits av aging 46

minutes while two 25K loaders produced 32 waits (a drastic increase)

averaging 43 minutes (a minor de.-crease).

Table 3.4 shmis how the need for loaders decreases as distance increases.

Note that the maximum of 36 bags in 24 hours is reached due to the number

of equipi.ient packages and the nurt)er of loaders. Run D51:l1 indicates the

extent of tI.e equipnent package limitation a'hen compared against ;'un 0311.

Since with five C-130's, we can obtain the desired 40 bags in 24 hours

(36 bags if only one air station can deliver preposiLiuned equiprm-ent

packages by helicopter) witih only two loaders within 300 ruiles of Elizabeth

City Air S, i and since beyond that distance it is the nuic.ber of , 130's

that is constraining and r,.-t the nu,,;Ler of loaders, we conclude that two

loaders' of the 25K type are optirnal for all Coast Guiard Air Stations. The

substitution of anccher type of loader raises the considerations of

reliability and speed of operation.
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TABLE 3.4

Need for Loaders

Input:

C-130's 5 total, 1st with-4A rails installed and zero standby, next
4 without rails and one hcar standby; -4 rails are used.

2 25 K loaders
6 salvage teams
3 HH 3's
2 E pkgs air delivered by C130's
2 E pkgs air delivered by HH3's from HPl
0 E pkgs from HP2*
A manifold and HLD in each E pkg

Run Distance to Scene Bags Number Number Average
Name Fm ECAS Fm HPl Filled in of of Ldr Wait

24 Hours Loadings Waits Minutes

NFA° 85 85 36 33 31 73

CBA 133 73 36 34 32 56

DBN 172 23 36 34 31 42

DBM 179 7 36 34 32 40

BAL 180 73 36 34 32 38

ACA 200 30 36 34 31 33

NYE 304 18 36 33 10 8

PMC 532 123 23 27 3 8

FSB 772 118 22 26 5 11

*This is also constraining, if two more E pkgs were used 40 bags could be
filled e.g.
DBMI 179 7 40 25 not measured
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! Ii copters

The ADAPTS coverage is limited by the helicopter coverage available.

If 24 hours is not a constraint, then snall boats can be substituted for

helicopters, but with this time limit the need for helicopters arises.

As indicated in Chapter 1, the HH-52A is very limited in its ability to

perforra an ADAPTS mission. It can be used to carry four men to a scene

within 100 rmles radius of its air station and it can carry the weight of

a third of a prepositioned equiprr.e'nt package out to 80 miles. In both

cases it can stay at the scene for ten minutes and return with a half hour

of reserve fuel when it arrives at its air station. The i!H-3F on the other

hand can deliver four rien to a distance of 300 miles and ; complete pre-

positioned equip.;ent package roughly 170 miles and still spend ten minutes

at the scene and have a half hour reserve fuel upon return to its air

station. lhen either type of helicopter has work to perfomT; at the scene,

it must either travel a shorter distance than those limits or it must

travel with no load. These distances are based upon, the aircraft parameters

given in Chapter 1 and on the assumption of good weather.

If the nemponents of a prepositioned equipient packae wvicih the same

as the prototype equipr~ent package's coi,,ponents, then the Ii-3F can deliver

as follows with 30 minutes on scene tiie:

"weight
Lornponent in pounds Distance

P u.;p 550 to ,£30 270 to 250

Engine 1150 230

Fuel 450 280

i', l ver, the e ,'i t ,J S : .I, aly 1 o 0" t i, I: Cct

CUO.plute pu;[p is dIiveru ,, . , .. is i. fecisible only whuen ULCJr Ore
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TABLE 3.5

Pert Diagram Runs for [elaware Bay Entrance

RESOU'RCES 6 ECAS 3 HH52 @ CMAS*
1 C130 imZetTely
2 C130 w/o rails on 1 hr. stdby 3P9 Normal run
2 C130 loaders (not 25K loaders TOW = 3P9 with helo towing
8 man salvage team MFD = 3P9 with manifolds
2 E pkgs BET = 3P9 with helo towing and

manifolds

TIME FILLED Time Saved
3P9 Comnpared to

S3P9 TOW MFD BET BET

1 408 380 408 380 28
2 581 533 581 533 28
3 699 671 699 671 28
4 725 697 702 674 51
5 843 815 820 792 51
6 869 841 823 795 74
7 987 959 941 913 74
8 1013 985 944 916 97
9 1 131 1103 1062 1034 97
10 1157 1129 1065 1037 120
11 1275 1247 1183 1155 120
12 1301 1273 1186 1158 143
13 1419 1391 1304 1276 143
14 1445 1417 1307 1279 166
15 1563 1535 1425 1397 166
16 1589 1561 1428 1400 189
17 1707 1679 1546 1518 189
18 1733 1705 1549 1521 212
19 1851 1823 1667 1639 212
20 1877 1849 1670 1645 235

Final Dif. (0) (28) (207) (235)

*Only 1 helo is necessary at this location; in order to save debugging time,
3 helicopters were used in the computer program.
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TABLE 3.6

LIFTING EQUIPMENT BY HELICOPTER AT SCENE

EQUIPMENT WEIGHT

PUMP PACKAGE 4,800 #

PUMP 455 #

ENGINE 1,150 #

FUEL 450 #

BAG PACKAGE 12,500 #

BAG 8,500 #

HELICOPTER LIFTING CAPACITY AT SCENE (MAXIMUM POUNDS)

TYPE 50 MILES 100 MILES 150 MILES 200 MILES

HH3 5770 5340 4900 4450

HH52A 1400 855 -- --

THE ABOVE ALLOWS FOR ONE CREWMAN MORE THAN MINIMUM.

*SAMPLE COMPUTATION, HH-3F HAS 7000# LIFT CAPACITY

(150 MILES) (1100#FUEL/HR)/(125 MPH RETURN SPEED)

1320 # FUEL NEEDED TO RETURN TO AIR STATION

+600.# FUEL 1/2 HR RESERVE

+180 # CREW MEMBER

2100 # LIFT CAPACITY USED UP

7000 - 2100 =4900 #
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and lifting which requires up to an hour. Table 3.6 shows that the in-

dividual components of an equipment package can be lifted by helicopters at

scenes as distant as 50 miiles for in I111-52A and 200 miles for an HII-3F if

they have no excess weight of fuel on board and assuming good weather.

This indicates that an effort to develop a safe method of connecting a

hovering helicopter to a load in the water is desireable.

Equipment Packages

Every equipment package that is delivered by a C-130 takes the place

of a bag package that could have been delivered. Rarely will the number

of C-130's available be sufficient to allow having all equipment packages

delivered by C,130. The other extreme is the situation in which the C-130's

deliver no equipment packages and all are delivered by helicopter. This

situation is limited by the helicopter coverage. A balance is desired

between these extremes. Compare the results of computer runs WDIl and MD-il

given in Table 3.4. Run DMI; shows that even with the best available number

of C-130's, the desired outDut of 49 baqs in 24 hours ran not be attained

with four equiprent packages while run DGiIl sho,'s that it can be attained

with six equipment packages. Table 3.7 provides more comparisons. The

data in Table 3.7 also includes information on the waiting of bavs that

are ready for filling but which can not be filled until a pump is available.

This data on waits is measured at tCie ti-.e 10 bags (40 bags for runs ;iYr

,IYE, [YI, DCI:, and 5P1) are filled anid not at the end of 24 hours. In

some instances when C-130's are e-ot delayed but the bags are delayed, the

time to fill 40 bags becones long. As a result iiany ,•nre C-130 trips can
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TABLE 3.7

THE EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL PUMPS

RUN HP1 HP2 EQUIPMENT PKGS NUMBER BAGS WAITS FOR
FM FM FM of Filled EQUIP PKG*

HPI HP2 ECAS C-130's in 24 No. Average
Hours Time

NYB BAS CCAS 2 2 2 5 44 45 16

NYE BAS - 2 - 2 5 36 54 135

NYI BAS CMAS 2 2 2 5 44 45 14

ACO CMA ECAS 2 0 2 5 36 68 236

ACQ CMAS ECAS 2 2 4 5 55 48 21

2Pt CMAS - 0 - 2 2 13 7 49

AAE CMAS 0 - 2 15 7 38

2LP CMAS - 0 - 2 2 13 8 66

BBF CMAS - 0 - 3 2 16 7 52

BET CMAS - 0 - 2 3 16 16 135

DA2 CMAS BAS 1 1 1 3 25 1 9

DBM CMAS - 2 - 2 5 36 57 160

5P1 CMAS - 5 2 5 40 46 14

*See discussion.
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be made in the lengthened tic and the model allows the delivery of more

bags which increases the number of bags waiting and the length of wait

disproportionally. For this reason, the data on the waits for equipment

packages is presented only to indicate the relativc improvements achievable;

In an actual deployment of ADAPTS, the salvage tears would see the line of

Waiting bags and they would request more punps. Runs DW.1 and 5P1 are

included since they also differ in the type of rails used on the C-130's.

Run DB13; uses -4A rails while the other uses -4 rails, note that tile -4A

rails allo; more bags to be delivered but that they can not be used since

there are only four pumps. Also note that in run 5P1 the 5 pumps delivered

by helicopter from HPI (the nearest air statior operating helicopters) are

not as effective as desired since their delivery is spread over nine hours.

(One of the C-130 delivered pumps 1.ias delivered later yet.). This implies that

all five pumlrps prepositioned at air stations for helicopter delivery will

not be effective. The other runs show that two pur.ps per air station for

helicopter delivery are effective.

This discussion has been limited to prepositioning equipment packages

(pumps) at Coast Cuard Air Stations for delivery by helicopter. The opti:al

number of packages appears to be two or three but, for the reasons cited

earlier, without Leing able to predict the probable size and location of

oil spills, we can not determine whether the cost of a third package at

Air Station is justifiable. The advantages of this forrm of prepositioning

are the rapid delivery from a closer air station and the releasing of the

C-130 space for additional bag delivery. Should the Coast Guard procure

air cushion vess2ls, tliey would yield the sa!e advantaces and also iiay

1 ;:; so, c of t:e ;,ol - i. t:. 0 '. "" "
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The inclusion of a manifold in the equipment package will allow the

switching of oil flow from a full bag to an empty bag without stopping the

purmp. The manifold can be as sipnple as a Y-gate. With the manifold a pump

can fill a bag every two hours, while without the manifold, the pump is

idle for roughly 12 minutes while the full bag is disconnected from the

pump and idle for another 12 minutes while an empty bag is connected; there-

fore, without a manifold a punmp can fill'a bag every 2 1/2 hours and it is

not filiing 17 percent of the tirnie. Figure 3.9 is a simple nettork

representation of this, the number in each activity circle is the durati,in

of the task in riinutes and the arrows indicate precedence. INote that

a punp which is delivered and set up by the end of four hours can fill

ten bags before 24 hours are up if it is equipped with a manifold and

•t can fill 8 bags 'iithout. Table 3.5 gives a d'rect coriparison betWeen

the use of manifolds (run iFD) and the lack of then (run 3P9). Although -

4 rails and miakeshift loaders are used in those runs in lieu of the

faster equipriient, thus constraining unnecessarily the nurber of bags

at the scene, an irprovenent of two bags filled in 24 hours is achieved

by using rianifolds. If the r~axir.,uu, amount of resources at San Francisco

Air Statioi. are used with riianifolds included, 36 bags can be filled

at best only 37 miles from tike Air Station. .ithout manifolds the results

drop to 31 bans in 24 hours (runs SFb and SFEI respectively).

The inclusion of a po,:er winch on the ELD in addition to the r,,aal

winch would ir'prove haulin(j tii,:e and reduce the ranual labor at thle

scene. The power for the winch could bc supplied froi:i tile Diesel engine

of an equipi!:ent package (in this case the hauling mlust be done ranually until the
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MANIFOLD TIME SAVINGS

New Bag FulBagNeBa
12 12 1

F]il Switch Fill Sic

120 1 1201

A. With a manifold a bag requires 121 minutes of a pump's time.

B. Without a manifold a bag requires 144 minutes of a pump's time
of which 120 minutes are actually used in pumping.

Figure 3.9
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for the C-130's (currently available at Elizabeth City Air Station, six

four-ran salvage tea,".s (24 rkn in total to delivwr to the scene), six

equipment packages (two each from Elizabeth City, the air station nearest

to the scene, and the next nearest air station), and a r.anifold and

IILD in each equipment package. Four curves are given in figure 3.10.

The one for 8 hours flight tirie allo;:ed per aircrew (see paragraph 202.2.1

of tKe Air Cperations .Ianual, CG-333) is the most likely curve while

the one for unlirited hours is the least likely. The 10 and 12 hour

curves are possible depending upon administrative decisions concerning

the nature of the ADAPTS iaission (it is not SAR, can it be considered

logistic?). Note that since there will be at least thice C-130's available

at Elizabeth City Air Station 90% of the till;e, these curves give the

lower bound; that is, for 90,% of the time the results of a deployment

wiill be equal to or better than the results given on those curves.

Table 3.2 on the other hand presents the upper bounds. For both figure

3.10 and table 3.2, the results are depcndent upon having goo-4 .icather,

HII-3F's, etc.

A coiparison of the results given in Table 3.2 with the results in

figure 3.10 sho,;:s that three C-130's with five aircrews are superior to five

C-3•1)'s with five aircre,%s when crew en(durance is 8 or 10 hours and they are

equivalent wihen crew endurance is 12 hours.

In ternis of tie average spill of 15,000 tons (30 bans) at 3C. miles from

Elizabeth City, three C-130's are insufficient while five C-130's are adequate

only if eir,ht or rore fligTht crews are available with endurances over ten

hours.

~n tk~c tl!t ,rr vv tvr-'.ti r at ~5
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rrancisco Air Station, the two C-130's can be expected to be available

roughly half of the tiiie.

This rmeans that for a -pill:

Spill at Ikurber bans

San Francisco 24

Los Angeles 10

Puget Sound 6

Strait of Juan de Fuca 6

is the best that can be dI-le in 24 hours even if there are three aircrews

available for ten hours each.

As can be seen frorm the above, the early dcploy!:icent of ADAPTS is

critical; this means that at least one C-130 i-Hust be ready (with -4A rails

installed) for loading at a mo•lents notice and that the others must be

ready for rail installation within an hour and for takeoff within three

hours of notification. These are the tii;:e constraints used during this

study; any slippage reduces the nuhtier of bacs delivered and filled within

the 24 ihour constraint.

Suomaary

This study did not consider the cost effectiveness of purchasing addi-

tional C-130's for purposes of attaining the desired coal of 40 baq: T(elivcred

and filled anywhere along the U. S. coasts. As stated early in this report,

cost effectiveness can not be r~easured since the need for AUAPTS can not be

described adequately in termsof probable oil spills. HIow.ever, figure 3.6

does present the best possible result curves for various distances and ar-ounts
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CHlAPTER 4

CONCLUSIOI

Unresolved Questions

As is often the case, this study was not able to answer all the

questions that arose. Some of the questions are fjiven in the preceeding

chapters as they arise,

1. What is the probable size and location of an oil spill?

2. ADAPTS generates a need for additional C-130's at San Francisco.

lHow many can ADAPTS justify?

3. ADAPTS generates a need for C-130's stationed on the Gulf Coast.

How many, where should they Le placed for best coverage of area of high

spill probability?

4. What are the optirial nunber of bacs to purchase and tl,c optimal

inventory policy for bags?

5. Would cargo carrying air cushion vehicles (10 to 20 ton capacity)

be feasible for deliverino the ADAPTS equipr.ent packages, personnel, and

bag packages? If so would they replace or supple:,,nt the C-130 and helicopter

delivery methods?

6.. If air cushion vehicles are feasible, are they quick enough for

t'e 24 hour constraint? How irany to buy, and There to station? Cost effective?

Other rPissions such as ATONh or dedicated resource?

7. Should tankers (t;srd. barges) of opportunity be used in conjunction

with hose pacLares to suppl eient the C-13C delive.y of bag packla Is?
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found thdt an average laroe spill of 15,000 tons occurs on the Cast Coast.

That a probler does exist on the I-est Coast and the Gulf Coast is obvious

after the collision of two tanker in San Francisco and the groundiilu of

a tanker at Smn Juan, P. R.
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ERRATA

Volume I
Page 5- First line, sub para (a)

Change the word "equipment to "equipped".

Page 17- Line one
Delete the words, "the use on".

Page 37- Line three
Change "600 to "500".

Page 49- Last line
Correct the first word to read, "interface".

Volume 2
Page 25- Last line

Correct to read, "more than one helXo at a time
with E pkgs".

Page 28- Fourth from bottom line

"1W be".

Page 29- Last line, first paragraph
Add an asterisk (*).

Bottom of the page- add the following:

* The model will not produce a 'best" deployment,

only a comparison of possible deployments under
varying circumstances.

Line seven, second paragraph
Beginning of the sentence should read, "any or
all of them".

Volume 3
Page 4- Last line, first paragraph

Add an asterisk (*).

Bottom of the page- add the following:

SC130 cannot land at BAS. This reloading of

equipment would have co be occomplished at
a nearby commerciai airfield.


